
M O N T H L Y  D I G E S T

Dear friends,

As you may know, due to the increase of pandemic cases, Nur-Sultan city has
been in the "red" zone. 

According to Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of Nur-Sultan city
the following sanitary regulations and quarantine regime requirements
should be complied with: 

- Wear masks
- Keep a safe distance
- Use antiseptic means 
- Refrain from mass events, meetings, etc. 

For your safety, please, book your appointments prior to visit the
 AIFC Expat Centre.
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You may know how obtaining  an Individual Identification Number (IIN) is crucial in today’s
business environment. You need to register as a taxpayer and obtain an IIN for different
procedures related to setting up the company or buying a real estate and many more.

What if we say that now you can apply for IIN online without the need of visiting 
Expat Centre?

The introduced brand-new service called AIFC Self-Service Portal is a new approach for
e-application to the AIFC Expat Centre services, including the IIN.
In particular, you can apply for obtaining an Individual Identification Number through the
AIFC Self-Service Portal.

Implementation of this service will pave the way for better communication and more
systematic quality control.

For e-applications, please, register on https://digitalresident.kz/ and follow the algorithm.

At the first stage the portal will serve the AIFC participants.
Our customers from out of AIFC community may get access to this Portal very soon.

https://digitalresident.kz/

AIFC SELF-SERVICE PORTAL
Individual Identification Number (IIN)



TOP-5 MOST POPULAR SERVICES 
AT THE AIFC EXPAT CENTRE

OBTAINING IIN
When expat is coming to Kazakhstan for the purpose of doing business, it may require

several steps, including opening a bank account, receiving an income, acquiring a property.
For all these procedures expat can register as a taxpayer by obtaining an Individual

Identification Number (IIN)

OBTAINING EDS
In the digital age obtaining an Electronic Digital Signature is also one of the most popular
services for expats. Once expats obtain the EDS, they immediately get the full access to all

government services available for foreign nationals through the e-government portal

INVITATION TO OBTAIN VISA
One of the pillars of the AIFC Expat Centre performance is assistance and expertise in visa
and migration issues. It is well known that for obtaining Kazakhstan visa it is required to

issue an invitation letter. If you need an expert migration advice for you and your
employees, AIFC Expat Centre is always ready to help

VISA ISSUANCE AND VISA EXTENSION
As a follow-up of visa and migration scope - expats who arrived to Kazakhstan may get a
visa at the AIFC Expat Centre. For extension of stay terms the visa can be extended at the

AEC as well

OBTAINING DIFFERENT CERTIFICATES THROUGH EGOV.KZ
For the long term stay our customers are often much interested in obtaining

different certificates. In AIFC Expat Centre expats can get a professional assistance
and support in obtaining government services available for foreign citizens



Dear friends,

We are glad to offer you a personalised informative and consulting services
through a Personal Manager. Our team member acting as your Personal Manager
will provide a fully fledge support to assist you in the process of obtaining
government and non-government services on migration and other related
issues.

As per request of our clients, we have started to provide the service on a turn-
key basis to save your time by minimising your involvement into the process. All
the procedures on completing the required documents for registration,
obtaining Kazakhstan visa, IIN or EDS, other government and soft-landing
services will be arranged by your Personal Manager.

Should you have any further clarifications or queries on this matter, please do
not hesitate to contact AIFC Expat Centre team.

PERSONAL MANAGER
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